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The People with a Stake in the Rusland Horizons Landscape

The chapter describes the community and economy in the scheme area. It then looks at
land ownership and how people, local residents and visitors, access the landscape and
information about its history and what barriers prevent this engagement. Section 3.6 is a
summary about how people value the heritage of the area. The chapter concludes with
an explanation of the Landscape Partnership’s approach to audience development.
The scheme area is part of the Lake District National Park’s South Distinctive Area. A
summary of the area, the issues that it faces and the Lake District National Park
Authority’s (LDNPA) vision and policy for the area are covered in the LDNPA’s Local
Plan. More information about the Local Plan and how the Rusland Horizons scheme
integrates with the plan is included in Chapter 4. Information in this chapter is based on
the Local Plan together with research undertaken by Wingspan Consulting and Minerva
Heritage to produce the Rusland Horizons Audience Development and Interpretation
Plans. These plans cover this information in more detail and are available in
Appendices Two and Three. They have informed the development of the scheme
through identifying the Landscape Partnership’s key audiences, means of engagement
and messages for the scheme. Recommendations have been incorporated into the
project plans included in Part 3 of the LCAP and the survey results on how people value
the heritage have helped shape our Statement of Significance (Chapter 5).

3.1 Overview
The scheme area has a rural population of approximately 1200 people (Census 2011),
most of whom live in scattered settlements. The largest of these are close to the A590,
which runs near to the southern boundary of the scheme area.
The whole of Colton and Satterthwaite parishes are contained within the scheme area,
together with parts of Haverthwaite and Coniston parishes (See Figure 1 below). The
demographic profile of the area is similar to that of the Hawkshead electoral ward, which
includes most of the scheme area. Information from the Census 2011 for that ward has
been used here as, even though some of the ward is outside the scheme area, this is
unlikely to create any significant inaccuracies in the residents’ profile. More than half the
residents are aged 45 to 74 (53.4%). According to the Cumbria Observatory,
Hawkshead has one of the oldest populations of any ward in the county, coming 3 rd
highest in the list of wards ranked by age (% of people 50+). In the 2011 census, 96.8%
of the population of Hawkshead was classified as White British compared with an
average for the UK of 80.5%. The number of residents who consider themselves to
have a long term illness, health problem or disability in the ward is 18.4%. This is a
similar figure as that for rest of Cumbria (18.8%), and higher than the 17.9% figure for
the UK as a whole. This may be because (a) disabilities are more common amongst
older people and (b) the proportion of older people in the local population is greater than
that in the population of the UK as a whole.
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Figure 1: The parishes in the Rusland Horizons scheme area.
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3.2 Community
3.2.1 Local Services
Backbarrow is the only village within the scheme area with shops, a primary school, post
office and doctors’ surgery. Most residents look south, outside the scheme area,
towards Ulverston for retail and town centre services. Hawkshead provides some
services for people in the north of the scheme area. Barrow-in-Furness is the main retail
centre. Both Ulverston and Barrow provide access to a range of key services such as
hospitals and employment. There are secondary schools based in Coniston, Cartmel
and Ulverston.
Ulverston provides the closest rail link to the main western line. Public transport within
the scheme area is extremely limited with no daily bus services. There are, however,
good transport links to the edges of the scheme area, particularly by ferries, which travel
from the popular tourist towns of Coniston, Ambleside and Windermere/Bowness Bay,
and to some extent by bus (including by partnerships of visitor attractions in the south of
the area, and the services operated by coach tour companies such as Mountain Goat).
A community transport service operated by volunteer drivers is a lifeline for many older
residents. Some dedicated cycling routes also exist, which in the longer term will
increase as a planned cycle path all the way down the west side of Windermere is
developed.

3.2.2 Housing
The limited housing stock has created a rapid increase in house prices over the past 30
years which has caused both an outward migration of young people and families
because they cannot access the local housing market, and an inevitable pressure for
additional housing and the supporting power, water and transport infrastructure.
The market is distorted by high numbers of second homes and holiday homes. In
Haverthwaite Parish, 17% of dwellings are second/holiday homes1, in Satterthwaite
Parish, 28%2. This figure rises to 32% in Colton Parish3. The statistics are based on
Census 2011 data, but locally collected information suggests that the figures are even
higher.

3.2.3 Community Engagement
The people who live and work within the Rusland Horizons boundaries share a strong
sense of community which is shown by the number of traditions they maintain and
initiatives they generate.

1

Haverthwaite Parish Community Plan (2015).
www.lakedistrict.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/410873/Review-of-second-home-data-andassessment-of-effects-on-rural-communities.pdf
3
Colton Parish Community Plan (2015).
2
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In the north, in the area centred on Satterthwaite examples of community activity include
Scottish Country Dancing on Monday nights throughout the autumn, winter and spring,
yoga on Thursday evenings during school term time and table tennis on Tuesday
afternoons throughout the year. Singing is a popular pastime at all times of the year and
the "WI Choir and Friends" (or “Satterthwaite Singers”) perform regularly as do other
groups which perform more modern music.
The social history of Satterthwaite is the subject of a 570 page book published privately
by two local historians. This immensely professional publication recently won a 2015
Lakeland Book of the Year award. In the central area, predominantly related to Rusland,
Oxen Park, Colton and Bouth, the 132nd Rusland Show takes place in August 2015. It is
organised by a committee of fifty who meet throughout the year. The Show owns its
tents and the community has managed to acquire the Showfield through a rapid
concerted effort when an opportunity arose. In fine weather up to one thousand people
will attend the Show to see the nine hundred (or more) exhibits by all ages in the tents,
take part in the sports and the fell running and watch the hound trailing (a traditional
Lake District pastime). It is very much a family event. Additional funds are raised for the
Show by annual coffee mornings and a new initiative in 2015, a Potato Day, which drew
people from a wide area. A music festival was also held in Oxen Park in 2015 to raise
funds for Rusland Show.

Figure 2: Rusland Show 2015. © D. Kidwell.

There is a Rusland Spring Show which runs over two days and which attracts a wide
range of entries from cooking and floral art to poetry and photography with a special
emphasis on entries from the local primary schools. Primary school pupils attend either
Leven Valley Primary School or Penny Bridge Academy: both schools identify strongly
with the community.
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The Women’s Institute thrives and its pioneering walking leaflet, The Rusland Ramble,
has drawn widespread praise.
Rusland Valley Community Trust (RVCT), a charity, was set up 15 years ago to support
local activities which would bring people together. It has supported classes in floral art,
upholstery, first aid, computers, hedging/walling, creative writing, singing, hand bells as
well as games such as table tennis. It provides workshops for children entering the
Rusland Spring Show and during school holidays.
Satterthwaite and Rusland churches have a fundraising group which puts on five
community events, usually meals or entertainment, each year, which are normally
attended by sixty or more locals. In 2014 with Colton church it organised a classical
concert attended by over 120 people.
There is a busy handbell group which is supported by RVCT and uses handbells owned
by Rusland church.
Oxen Park Cinema Club (OPCC), which holds national awards for its work, not only has
its own cinema (‘The Carthouse’, converted through local fund-raising) but also screens
films in local village halls. It also runs film-making workshops for adults and local primary
school children. OPCC has done excellent work with the thriving Leven Valley History
Society in recording some of the outstanding local industrial archaeology.
Bouth is an active community with a strong Village Green Committee.
Lowick Young Farmers is an active focus for the young people of the area who
appreciate the countryside and enjoy rural life.
To the east, centred on Finsthwaite and Lakeside, the Village Hall and St. Peter’s church
provide important focal points for a variety of shared activities including village parties,
celebrations, fairs, talks and Oxen Park Cinema Club showings. There is a monthly Book
Swap which is an important forum for discussing news and local developments. A keep
fit class runs through the winter months and in summer there are often guided walks.
Through fundraising the church clock has been renewed and refurbishment of the rare
and unusual church tubular bells achieved.
The villages have introduced a local Resilience Plan which operates in emergencies
(e.g. flooding). This includes a Village Directory which lists contact details for emergency
and support services in the area.
There are well used community halls at Satterthwaite Parish Room, Rusland Reading
Room, Bouth Village Hall, Finsthwaite & Lakeside Village Hall and Haverthwaite (St
Anne's) Church Hall while Oxen Park Reading Room and Colton Church Hall have more
occasional use.
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The Haverthwaite Parish covers the south of the area and includes the communities of
Backbarrow; Haverthwaite; Lynsty Green and Low Wood within the scheme area.
These communities as part of the Haverthwaite Parish often work closely with Staveley
in Cartmel and Finsthwaite, they are collectively often referred to as The Leven Valley.
Collaboration of the three active Parish churches is a specific example both for services
and social functions. Haverthwaite has an active parish council and various key
community groups as follows: Leven Valley History Society; Haverthwaite cricket club;
the bowling club; the music group; The British Legion and various small community
groups. Regular events include annual sports and a scarecrow competition. Additionally
within the Parish there are playgrounds at Haverthwaite which also has a large field
including a cricket pitch (run by the Leven Valley District Sports and Community Centre)
and Brow Edge; Leven Valley Primary School; Leven Valley Stores with Post Office;
there are three community halls and several businesses of different sizes, with one of
the larger being Playdale (its roots are as a traditional woodland industry), similarly
Barkers Wood Yard.
These community activities which thrive within Rusland Horizon’s boundaries create
enormous pride in the area, strong personal bonds and a culture of helping others. The
impetus for the Landscape Partnership came from this community. In 2010, in response
to community demand, Natural England and the LDNPA invited local residents and other
stakeholders to a workshop at the Grizedale Centre to gather ideas on priorities to tackle
some of the pressing local issues. From that meeting, The Rusland Valley and Fells
Landscape Partnership was formed.

3.3 Economy
In the Hawkshead Ward, some 72% of people aged 16 – 74 are described as
‘economically active’. A sizeable number of these run small businesses or are selfemployed (26.3%). Although there are pockets of deprivation in South Lakeland, the
district as a whole is one of the more prosperous areas of the North West. 71.1% of the
population of the Hawkshead ward are Affluent Achievers (ACORN classification).
Hawkshead is the third highest in this category of any of the 166 wards in Cumbria.
5.1% are Financially Stretched compared with 29.5% across Cumbria and 22.5%
nationally. It is worth a quick look at the 2011 Census occupational profile of the Colton
Parish as it can be compared with the past occupations in Section 2.3.3 above.
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Figure 3: SOURCE: Colton Draft Community Plan

3.3.1 Farming, Forestry and Coppicing
An economic profile of the forestry and farming sector specific to the scheme area is not
available, but some information can be gleaned from the 2011 census data. Of the 2500
people employed in farming in the Lake District4, 52 are based in the Hawkshead Ward5.
The 2013 Farming and Farm Forestry in the Lake District report highlights a trend
towards fewer and larger hills farms, with an associated increase in the number of the
smallest (non-commercial) holdings. Livestock populations in the National Park have
declined, with 30% fewer sheep than in 2000. Woodland areas on farms has remained
relatively constant at about 3% of the total farmed area. These trends reflect both the
catastrophe of the FMD cull in 2001, and also the changes in policy, which previously
encouraged livestock numbers to one which now emphasises environmental
management, as well as reflecting an improvement in livestock prices since 2000.
Stakeholder interviews conducted for the report highlighted the currently limited use of
farm woodland, the potential for development of this resource and barriers associated
with insufficient skills and knowledge with regard to farm forestry. The average farm
carries 45 suckler cows and 840 breeding ewes and has a total tenant’s capital of
£284k. Over the last ten years, the average National Park farm has just about broken
even6. The LDNPA Partnership Plan describes how the unpredictable nature of farm
4

LDNPA (2015). Partnership Plan
2011 Census
6
Harvey D., Thompson N. Scott C. Hubbard C. (2013). Farming and Farm Forestry in the Lake
District. A Report for the Lake District National Park Partnership Farming and Forestry Task Force.
CRE & School of Agriculture, Food and Rural Development, Newcastle University. Newcastle upon
Tyne.
5
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incomes has resulted in many farming families considering or having already considered
opportunities to diversify and supplement their income away from traditional food
production and livestock breeding. Emerging opportunities include supplementing their
income through off-farm employment or entering into new markets such as payments for
public benefits like biodiversity conservation, payments for carbon storage and
offsetting, energy generation (such as small scale hydro power; small scale wind energy;
solar photovoltaics; biomass; anaerobic digesters; and heat pumps), as well as more
traditional tourism-related diversification.7
Commercial forestry is a more significant sector in the scheme area compared with other
parts of the National Park. As discussed in Section 3.4 below, the Forestry Commission
is the largest landowner in the scheme area. Together with the Graythwaite Estate, they
manage the majority of the commercial forestry in the area. The Graythwaite Estate has
a sawmill on site. Statistics for the local Forestry sector economy are unavailable,
however the 2014 Roots to Prosperity report indicates that the value of the forestry
sector has significantly increased in the last decade but that just under half the woodland
in the north west is still undermanaged.8
The Report on Markets for Coppice Products (Appendix Nine), commissioned for the
Landscape Partnership, describes a resurgence of coppicing which dates back to the
1980’s but has been building in influence since then as conservation value is proven and
more people have tried their hand at making a living at coppicing. This low impact and
sustainable form of forestry has regained some of its former popularity as a
management system ideal for our broadleaved woodlands both to maximise biodiversity
and to provide a return on woodland that has been underused in recent decades. The
report identified current markets for coppice products based on information provided by
twenty coppicing businesses known to be working within the scheme area. The overall
total of timber handled by these businesses each year came to 3100 tonnes. Some of
the timber declared was in fact from conifer forestry so not from coppice. The question
was asked as to how much timber was sold for firewood and 12 businesses declared a
total of 1777 tonnes. Timber was used for charcoal by 8 businesses and totalled 80
tonnes, this would be broadleaf timber but some from thinning and not exclusively from
coppice.
Overall the businesses questioned bought in 510 tonne of timber and the rest they were
felling themselves.
The declared area of woodland coppiced within the area was 19.2 ha or 47.4 acres.

7

LDNPA (2015). Partnership Plan.

8

Confor et al. (2014). Roots to Prosperity: A Strategy and Action Plan for the Growth and
Development of the Forestry Sector in Northern England. Online:
http://issuu.com/thecreativebranch/docs/cwl_roots_to_prosperity_screen?e=1971220/6584232.
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Apart from firewood and charcoal ten businesses reported selling some other coppice
products (see figure 3.)9
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Figure 4: Source: Report on Market for Coppice Products

There is increasing interest and demand for local produce linked to the Lake District’s
provenance. There is also a growing market in other products such as carbon brokering,
biodiversity offsetting, and woodfuel. The Lake District ‘brand’ is increasingly beneficial to the
local economy, because it is largely being used in a manner that manages or makes
sensitive use of the Special Qualities and attributes of Outstanding Universal Value, helping
to sustain them.10

3.3.2 Tourism
Since the mid twentieth century there has been a gradual shift from farming and
woodland based activity to tourism. The farm diversification described in above includes
visitor services such as camping, Bed and Breakfast accommodation and catering
facilities. Brantwood has become a visitor attraction and Graythwaite hall opens it
gardens to visitors on a seasonal basis. A number of properties are rented out as
holiday accommodation and several outdoor centres have opened on the shores of
Windermere and Coniston. In the southern part of the scheme area, there are a number
of large hotels and several visitor attractions including Stott Park Bobbin Mill, Lakeside
Aquarium, Lakeland Motor Museum, The Lakeside and Haverthwaite Railway and Old
Hall Farm. From the 1960s, access became part of the Forestry Commission’s strategy
9

Oaks R. (2015). Report on Markets for Coppice Products in the Rusland Horizons Area. Oaks.
Yealand Redmayne. Online: www.ruslandhorizons.org/downloads.html
10

LDNPA (2015). Partnership Plan
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and Grizedale became a pilot site for nature trails and visitor amenities. The visitor
centre opened in 1972 and has become a major hub for walkers, mountain bikers, art
enthusiasts and families. All of this activity provides employment opportunities for people
living in or near to the scheme area. As with the commerce of previous centuries,
tourism takes advantage of the land and its resources but the industry now recognises
its responsibility for sustaining rather than exploiting the assets that make the area
attractive. The Landscape Partnership seeks to encourage this responsibility and to
broaden opportunities for people to get involved in conserving the natural and cultural
heritage of the area.

This industrial origin has given independence to the villages of the southern valleys.
They do not come cap in hand to the visitor. Nor, in fact, does he often go to them,
for the simple reason that he does not easily find them. For this is a secretive
country, hedged about by woodland. In summer the roads are cluttered and stuffy –
the heavy green of chestnut and hazels being held like a golf umbrella over rank
bracken and wood-soil alive with ants. There are none of the open glades of the
New Forest, but the thick, tight, steaming, anxious, grasping woods of poor soil and
wet climate. So thick is the leafage that in summer you can walk right past the falls
at Force Forge – a fine, wide conglomeration of water-slides and swallow dives –
and not even notice that they are there. But in winter the light gets into the woods . .
. The villages go unconcernedly about their business, shining out, whitewashed and
slaty, among the beckside pastures; Satterthwaite, Bouth . . . You will scarcely find a
picture postcard or an ice-cream cornet among the lot. But here is a sign of what
the Lake District might still be if the rest of England had not got to know about it.
Norman Nicholson (1963). Portrait of The Lakes.

3.3.2.1 Visitor Profile
Three attractions within the scheme area are featured in the top 20 sites for the county
(Cumbria Tourism, 2013); Windermere Lake Cruises provides lake crossings for 1.4
million visitors a year, Grizedale Forest Park and Visitor Centre and the Lakeland Motor
Museum attract 145,000 and 72,000 annual visitors respectively. Based on surveys
undertaken by Wingspan Consulting in autumn 2014 69% of interviewees were staying
visitors and 31% were day visitors to the area. Data collated by Cumbria Tourism about
visitors to South Lakeland (within which the entire scheme area lies) reveals that the
majority of visitors are aged over 45 (70%). This data is unlikely to include the young
people who take part in organised visits to outdoor centres, therefore young people aged
16 -24 might not be as under-represented as this data indicates. 6% of visitors to South
Lakeland have an activity-limiting disability or health problem and 96% describe
themselves as White. This data is broadly consistent with other research on minority
groups accessing heritage and the countryside, showing that the visitors to the area are
disproportionately White, British, affluent, older.
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3.4 Land Ownership
The largest landowner in the scheme area is the Forestry Commission which owns
Grizedale forest; 2050ha of which is in the scheme area. It also owns woodlands south
of Bethecar Moor, around Bouth and along the north bank of the Lakeside and
Haverthwaite Railway. Its holdings are predominantly multipurpose productive forest,
with significant areas of ancient semi-natural woodlands.
The LDNPA owns 11 separate broadleaved woodland sites covering 388ha in the east
of the scheme area. These holdings were acquired from the early 1980s in response to
a decline in management and to protect them from the perceived threats of
coniferisation. The properties also include areas of raised mire, rough grassland, willow
carr, rough fell land, wood pasture and open heath. The LDNPA also manages Rusland
Moss National Nature Reserve. Land owned by both the Forestry Commission and the
LDNPA is shown in Figure 4 below.
Several charities own holdings in the scheme area. The National Trust owns 245ha of
woodland and manages small areas of moorland along the east shore of Coniston,
including Dodgson Wood, a Site of Special Scientific Interest, and the Peel Island, of
Swallows and Amazons fame. North of Dodgson Wood, and surrounded by Forestry
Commission woodland, is Brantwood, Ruskin’s historic 101ha estate. The estate,
managed by The Brantwood Trust, ranges from lakeshore meadow to high, open fell,
but more than half of it is comprised of ancient, semi-natural woodlands. The John Strutt
Conservation Foundation, a charity set up to conserve in perpetuity the habitats and
native wildlife of its holdings, owns the 83ha Hay Bridge Nature Reserve, near Bouth.
The Reserve includes Hay Bridge Moss, part of the Rusland Valley Mosses SSSI. Close
by are Moss and Heights Spring woods, owned by the Woodland Trust, but leased by
the Bill Hogarth Memorial Apprentice Trust. The 19ha woodland is coppiced by their
apprentices, supported by the Coppice Association North West who organise regular
work party days for their members to share and develop their skills. In the south of the
scheme area lies Great Knott Wood, 42ha of woodland also owned by the Woodland
Trust and nearby is Stott Park Bobbin Mill, owned by English Heritage, and
accompanied by 1.1 ha of woodland. As well as conservation, all of these charities
include learning and access as part of their remit and deliver activities for schools and
community groups; all have worked closely with the Landscape Partnership to develop
project plans. A few miles north of Lakeside is the YMCA’s National Centre, sited in
162ha of woodland. The YMCA’s core mission is to help people build a future and it
works with schools, youth groups and corporate groups from across Europe, helping
them achieve their developmental objectives through experiential learning. It is fair to
say that little of their activity directly relates to land management, but positive links have
been forged with Rusland Horizons and the potential for partnership working is
significant.
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Figure 5: Publically owned land in the scheme area.
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There are a small number of large private estates, the largest being Graythwaite, which
owns 1000ha of woodland in the north east of the scheme area, a handful of family
owned farms and a large number of small tenant farms. In recent years there has been a
significant changes in land ownership as farm holdings have been sold off in lots. Such
land may be sold to larger farms as they seek to expand, leaving just the house and a
small piece of land which is sold as a lifestyle unit, or it is sold directly to a range of new
users.
Bethecar Moor is a large area of common land between the Rusland Valley and
Coniston Water. This 580ha of unenclosed moorland is registered common land, part in
private ownership, part held by the Crown but all under the managed by the Bethecar
Commoners Association; it has provided a valuable grazing resource for local farmers
for hundreds of years and is protected against encroachment or development through
the Commons Registration Act of 1965.

Figure 6: Arnsbarrow Tarn, Bethecar Moor. ©T. Morris

3.4.1 Land Management Skills
This landscape needs careful management if the character is to be retained.
Unfortunately, the local situation mirrors the national picture of an increasing shortage of
skilled practitioners matched with limited opportunities to gain these skills. An audit of
land management skills provision in Cumbria is covered in Section 4.6. The implication
of this skills shortage is covered in Chapter 6, Threats to the Heritage.
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Figure 7: Open access land and public Rights of Way in the scheme area.
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3.5 Access to the Landscape
About one third of the scheme area is open access land. This includes LDNPA’s
woodlands, Grizedale Forest and the open moorland of Bethecar, Rusland Heights, Stott
Park Heights and Green Howes. In addition to this, the Woodland Trust and National
Trust operate open access policies in their woodlands. Brantwood, Hay Bridge Nature
Reserve and YMCA woodlands are open to members or customers and provide facilities
and support for educational visits. Some of the private estates have open days. The
area is well served with a good network of Rights of Way; however there are some
notable limitations. There are a number of permissive paths where access is provided
only at the landowner’s discretion. Upgrading these to statutory Rights of Way would
safeguard access for the future. Many routes run in parallel or near to each other, so
new, short strategic linking sections would open up a much improved access network
and will be a focus for the scheme. For visitors arriving in Lakeside, access to the visitor
attractions is limited to the roads; restricting opportunities for those on foot due to safety
concerns. Most day visitors to the area arrive via the A590 and access the countryside
from LDNPA or Forestry Commission owned carparks. Open access land and public
Rights of Way are shown in Figure 6 above.

3.5.1 Activities
During autumn 2014, Wingspan Consulting asked visitors what they had been doing or
planned to do. Responses were as follows:

What have you been doing or will be doing while you are here
today?
50
45
40
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Walk

Bike ride

Boat trip
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Visiting a
museum/
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Figure 8: Source: Wingspan Consulting: Rusland Horizons – Report on Surveys
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Those who responded ‘Other’ were asked to say what else they were doing in the area
with the following results:
Activity
Going to Go Ape11
Working
Just enjoying the scenery
Going to the photo exhibition
Shopping
Going to the Bobbin Mill

Number

16
2
1
4
1
2

Wingspan Consulting also carried out an online survey which was circulated around
scheme area residents.
In response to the question ‘in the last year, have you done any of the following within
the Rusland Horizons scheme area?’ people answered:
90%
80%
70%

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Figure 9: Source: Wingspan Consulting: Rusland Horizons – Report on Surveys

11

High ropes course at Grizedale Visitor Centre
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3.5.2 Connecting People to the Heritage
A full interpretation Audit together with an analysis and recommendations for the
Landscape Partnership is included in the Rusland Horizons Interpretation Plan
(Appendix Three). The plan concludes that:
While the area is visually characterised by a variety of landscape uses, primarily
woodland, the natural and cultural heritage stories behind the landscape is not obvious.
The cultural heritage of the area is presented at visitor attractions and businesses, e.g.
Old Hall Farm, Stott Park Bobbin Mill, Lakeland Motor Museum and George Barker and
Sons; the nature of the heritage attractions reflects the heritage of the area.
The on-site panels in the scheme area are tired, giving an overall negative impression
that sites are not valued or cared for. Interpretation is also either very basic (restricted to
a presentation of information rather than engaging interpretation) or site-specific. The
face to face survey conducted by Wingspan Consulting suggested that improvements to
visitor facilities and information for visitors were needed to improve the experience of the
area.

3.5.3 Barriers to Engagement
There has been a considerable quantity of work over the last 10-15 years aimed at
overcoming barriers to audience engagement in local heritage. Many of the
organisations in the Landscape Partnership, and others, who may become involved at a
later stage, have devoted considerable efforts to this area. There have been successes,
and much learning, but some audience groups remain underrepresented. And research
undertaken by Wingspan Consulting suggests that general barriers still remain around:


A perception amongst some underrepresented groups that they will be in a visible
minority and may experience actual discrimination



Examples of discrimination towards certain groups – for example stigmatising those
with mental health difficulties;



A lack of a tradition of visiting the countryside for certain groups (e.g. first generation
immigrants and for people from inner cities);



The cost of public transport, declining public subsidy, and the costs of visiting the
countryside generally. This is exacerbated within the Rusland Horizons area by there
being very few buses, although there are good public transport links to the edges of
the area (particularly by ferry, and to an extent by bus and train);



In some populations, a low percentage of car ownership, which is by far the most
popular means of travelling to and around the countryside; and



Some lack of specialist facilities (e.g. accessible communications, accommodation,
visitor attractions, parking, toilets and footpaths).
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Surveys undertaken with visitors in autumn 2014 elicited the following responses from
102 interviewees:

Is there anything you don't like
about the area?
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Is there anything that would
improve the area
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Is there anything that
would improve the area

Figure 10: Source: Rusland Horizons Audience Development Plan
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The Audience Development Plan (Appendix Two) sets out cross-cutting proposals for
tackling the different types of barrier to engagement.

3.6 How People Value the Heritage
These conclusions are based on surveys, a Rusland Valley & Fells Heritage Partnership
Steering Group workshop and stake-holder consultations carried out by Wingspan
Consulting and Minerva Heritage in the autumn of 2014. The full results of what people
were interested in, what activities they undertook in the area and how they engaged in
the landscape and its heritage are published in Appendix Four. The findings relevant to
what people value about the area are summarised below:

Figure 11: Word cloud created with responses given to the question, 'To you, what makes this area special'.

The overall conclusion that can be drawn from the surveys is that the Rusland Horizons
area is highly valued – both by the people who live there and by visitors. For the majority
of people, their valuation relates to:


Appreciating the landscape and its constituent parts (e.g. woodlands, wildlife) in a
very general sense



Using the area for recreational purposes (e.g. walking, cycling and visiting visitor
attractions)



Enjoying the quiet and peaceful nature of the area (especially when compared
with busier areas with the National Park)

These values are based on personal experience and knowledge. People do not
generally appear to value what makes the area special from a specialist archaeological,
historical or ecological perspective. This is probably because they are largely unaware of
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those features, no doubt due in large part to the current lack of heritage interpretation in
the area.
In response to these findings, the Landscape Partnership aims to deepen peoples
understanding and engagement with the heritage of the area through the programme of
projects summarised in Part 2 and described in detail in Part 3 of the LCAP. This value
that people place on the heritage assets of the area has informed the Landscape
Partnership’s Statement of Significance (Chapter 5).

3.7 Audience Development
One of the distinguishing features of the Rusland Horizons scheme area is that it is quiet
and unspoilt when compared with other areas in the National Park, and very much so
when compared to the rest of the country. This characteristic is highly valued both by
local people and by visitors.
In line with this, the Landscape Partnership made it clear in its Round One submission to
HLF that its aim, with regard to audience development, is to focus primarily on
increasing the ‘dwell time’ of people who visit the scheme area and to deepen their
engagement with the area’s heritage. It is not, therefore, seeking to achieve a significant
increase in the total number of people who visit the area.
These commitments – increasing dwell time and deepening engagement – lie at the
heart of the proposals in this LCAP. However, the scheme also incorporates a
commitment to social inclusion. That is, it aims to make the area’s heritage accessible to
as wide a range of people as possible. As a result, there is likely to be some increase in
the number of people who visit the area (or engage with its heritage in other ways12)
from currently underrepresented groups.
In addition, the plan includes a commitment to partnership and sustainability. That is, it
focuses on engaging with people (especially local people and existing organisations)
who can take ownership of projects once the current funding comes to an end, and also
working with partners to use existing resources. This will entail increasing residents’ and
visitors’ knowledge of the local heritage, helping them to understand the value of the
heritage and enabling them to get involved in caring for the heritage. It will also involve:


Joint working with target audiences to plan projects in detail, and deliver them on
the ground



Working with partners to use existing channels of communication with target
groups

Sustainability also applies to how people travel to, and around the area. Therefore, as
much as possible, events, exhibitions and visitor trails will be designed around the parts

12

For example, via the website and other media; as well as via events (eg displays at local festivals,
talks given to local groups) that take place outside the Rusland Horizons area.
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of the Rusland Horizons area which are accessible using the boats, to encourage people
to leave cars outside the Rusland Horizons area and travel more sustainably.

3.7.1 Audiences
We have identified the following key audiences:
1) Local people: including people who live or work in the scheme area or very close
to it (including second/holiday home owners), and with a particular emphasis on
land managers
2) People in Ulverston
3) Visitors: especially those who visit the ‘biggest’ attractions and those already
themed in close alignment with interpretative themes:
a) Grizedale
b) Lakeside
c) Brantwood
d) Smaller attractions with strong links to Rusland Horizon themes such as Stott
Park Bobbin Mill, the Motor Museum and Old Hall Farm
4) Underrepresented groups:
a) Young children
b) Older children and young people
c) People with disabilities
d) Vulnerable adults
e) Older adults
5) Existing volunteers: people who already undertake conservation volunteering
with other organisations
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